Solar self consumption

RESIDENTIAL AND INDUSTRIAL

Be the owner of your own energy

Reduce your bill in
25 years
Amortize your installation
in a short time
The most profitable and
secure investment for your
business and home

CHOOSE SOLAR SELF-CONSUMPTION

AND SAVE MORE THAN 50%.*
IN YOUR ELECTRICAL ENERGY

100 % VIABLE
100 % RENEWABLE

Find out how much you can save on
your electricity bill.
Help care for the environment by
reducing CO2 levels.

Financing available with:

What is solar self-consumption?

Let's look at an example:
Considering that...

Solar panels convert the
inexhaustible energy of the sun
into electrical energy. We can
even store energy that we do
not spend, getting a significant
reduction in our bill.

Energy Price
Price agreed with the electricity company for surpluses
Total hause consumption:
Photovoltaic energy generation:

SOLAR INSTALLATION:
CONTRACTED POWER:

Self-consumption:
Energy surpluses:
Electricity consumption:

Royal Decree 244/2019 has
opened the door to solar
self-comsumption, which has
numerous advantages:

Conventional electricity consumption

Buying

Savings from
day one

We adapt to
yours needs

Financing. You choose
how and when

the meter
INVOICE WITHOUT SOLAR AUTOCONSUMPTION

Energy:

Solar self - consumption with surplus compensation
Independance. You
have control over your
own energy

Generating your energy
contributes to caring for
the environment

Fast amortization *

your self - cunsumes

you sell

you buy
the meter

WHY UNIVERGY SOLAR?

Professionalism, quality, avant-garde and a close trust-based
relationship with each client, are fundamental pillars of the
DNA of Univergy Solar.

INVOICE WITH SOLAR AUTOCONSUMPTION

Energy:
Energy:

SOMETHING NEW IN SPAIN
CONSOLIDATED EXPERIENCE FOR UNIVERGY SOLAR
We have more than 20 years of experience
in the renewable energy sector worldwide.

SAVING OF:

PER MONTH

* See real cases of solar self-consumption on our
website using the following QR code:
Available financing with:
Contact us and we will carry out a detailed assesment of your
home, free of charge and without obligation.

